Assessment

Topics

Year 10 GCSE Dance
Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

Safe dance
practice, diet
and nutrition;
Introduction
to
contemporary
technique;
Introduction
to
professional
dance works
(Shadows)
Written test

Developing
performance skills
(physical/technical
/expressive/mental
skills); Set phraseShift; Professional
dance work – ‘Infra’
analysis and
practical tasks

Improving
dance
performance;
Set phrase –
Breathe;
Introduction
to
choreography

Exploring
different
styles of
dance;
Professional
dance work –
‘A Linha
Curva’
analysis and
practical
tasks

Refining
performance;
Professional
dance work –
‘Emancipation
of
Expressionism’
analysis and
practical tasks

Inclusive
dance
‘Artificial
Things’ and
site sensitive
dance
‘Within Her
Eyes’

Written test

Practical
assessment of
Breathe and
Shift (Set
Phrases) - solo

Written test

Practical
assessment

PPE (written
and
practical)

Building on Prior
Learning

Links with other
subjects

Extracurricular
opportunities

A successful
learner in this
subject will
demonstrate

Practical
assessment –
duet/trio

Practical
assessment group

Students build on prior learning by applying what they learn in theory
lessons to their practical lessons. New knowledge is repeated and
applied in different contexts throughout the course. The main topics are
introduced in Y10 and then revisited in greater depth in Y11. Clear links
are made between topic areas and highlighted to students at the start
of and throughout each unit of work.
Dance links closely with; Drama (analysis of costume/lighting/staging
and expressive skills) Music (structure of music, analysing the
contribution that music makes to a performance) Physical Education
(Students studying GCSE Dance and GCSE PE will be able to use
dance as one of their assessed sports).
Students have the opportunity to attend lunch time and after school
dance clubs. Throughout the year there are a variety of performance
opportunities such as the school dance show (to be held in March
2020), local dance festivals and performances with external dance
agencies. There may also be organised trips to watch live dance
performances.
Well-developed dance performance and choreography skills. They will
be confident performing in front of an audience. Successful students
will be willing to rehearse their work regularly and act appropriately on
advice and feedback that is given to them. They will be open to learning
new styles of dance and working with other students. They will be
willing to learn the theory of dance and analyse and evaluate
professional dance performances.

Impact on
personal
development

Studying GCSE Dance will help students to develop their confidence,
their teamwork and their analysis and evaluative skills. It will also
develop their creative, imaginative, expressive and emotional capacities.

Ways to support student learning in this subject
 Encourage them to work on their physical skills at home (stamina, strength,
flexibility, balance). They will have ideas given to them in lessons.
 Encourage them to complete homework tasks on time and to the best of their ability
 Assist them with revision prior to written tests
 Encourage them to attend extra-curricular dance clubs and get involved in the
performance opportunities on offer to them
 Watch professional dances with them; on TV or at the theatre
 Encourage them to attend rehearsal sessions prior to practical assessments

